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Spectral Densities and Partition Functions of Modular
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Using a central limit theorem for arrays of interacting quantum systems, we
give analytical expressions for the density of states and the partition function at
finite temperature of such a system, which are valid in the limit of infinite num-
ber of subsystems. Even for only small numbers of subsystems we find good
accordance with some known, exact results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to study a quantum system in full detail, its Hamiltonian needs
to be diagonalized. With increasing dimension of the Hilbert space, the
diagonalization of an operator becomes a very tedious task. For lattices or
arrays of interacting subsystems or particles, the dimension of the Hilbert
space scales as mn, where m is the dimension of the Hilbert space of
one particle and n is the number of particles. Thus, apart from some
exceptions,(1) it is even numerically impossible to exactly determine the
eigenvalues of those models.

Fortunately, considerable understanding can be obtained already from
functions of the eigenvalues without knowing each individual eigenvalue.
For example all thermodynamical quantities of a system are determined by
its partition function.(2–4)
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In this paper, we present a novel approach, that allows to derive
analytical expressions for all quantities whose operator is a function of the
Hamiltonian for chains or lattices of very many interacting particles.(5–7)

Our approach is based on a central limit theorem(8,9) for quantum
systems with nearest neighbor interactions. It is also valid if each subsys-
tem does not only interact with its nearest neighbors but with a fixed,
finite number of neighbors.

Systems of that interaction topology play a central role in condensed
matter theory.(10,11) Most models, which are currently used to describe
strongly interacting electrons, belong to this category.

In the analysis of the thermodynamics of systems of interacting par-
ticles, potential phase transitions are of central interest. Being based on a
central limit theorem, our approach becomes more exact with increasing
number of subsystems. It is precisely this limit of infinite number of sub-
systems, that is relevant for the study of the possible phase transitions.(4,12)

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the class
of models we address an introduce the notations we use. Section 3 con-
tains the central limit theorem, our approach is based on. The proof is not
displayed here as it already appeared in a previous publication.(13) In the
following two Sections, 4 and 5, we give the analytical expressions for the
density of states and the partition function, which are a straight forward
application of the theorem of Section 3. In the next Section 6, we numer-
ically evaluate these expressions for an Ising spin chain and compare our
results with the results of an exact diagonalization. Section 7 contains a
discussion of some limits and problems of our approach. Finally Section 8
summarizes the results.

2. MODEL AND NOTATION

We consider a chain of quantum systems with next neighbor interac-
tions. The entire system is described by a Hamiltonian H which is a linear,
self-adjoint operator on a separable, complex Hilbert space H. The Hilbert
space H is a direct product of the Hilbert spaces of the subsystems,

H≡
n∏

µ=1

⊗Hµ, (1)

and the Hamiltonian may be written in the form,

H ≡
n∑

µ=1

Hµ, (2)
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with

Hµ ≡ I
⊗µ−1 ⊗Hµ ⊗ I

⊗n−µ + I
⊗µ−1 ⊗ Iµ,µ+1 ⊗ I

⊗n−(µ+1), (3)

where Hµ is the proper Hamiltonian of subsystem µ, and Iµ,µ+1 the inter-
action of subsystem µ with subsystem µ+1. I is the identity operator. We
chose periodic boundary conditions In,n+1 = In,1.

Let Eϕ be the eigenenergies and, using the Dirac notation,(14) let {|ϕ〉}
be an orthonormal basis of H consisting of eigenstates of the total system.

H |ϕ〉=Eϕ |ϕ〉 with 〈ϕ|ϕ′〉= δϕϕ′ , (4)

where δϕϕ′ is the Kronecker delta. We denote by |a〉 the product states

|a〉≡
n∏

µ=1

⊗|aµ〉, (5)

built up from some eigenstates |aµ〉 of each subsystem Hamiltonian Hµ,
Hµ|aµ〉=Eµ|aµ〉. Let Ea denote the sum of all Eµ, Ea =∑n

µ=1 Eµ. The states
|a〉 are assumed to form an orthonormal basis of H. We furthermore define,

Ea ≡ 〈a|H |a〉, (6)

�2
a ≡ 〈a|H 2|a〉−〈a|H |a〉2, (7)

and the operator

Z ≡ H −Ea

�a

. (8)

Z has the same eigenstates as H ,

Z|ϕ〉= zϕ |ϕ〉, (9)

where the zϕ denote its eigenvalues. Note that H and therefore Z, Eϕ , zϕ ,
Ea and �a as well as the two bases {|ϕ〉} and {|a〉} depend on n.

The measure of the quantum mechanical distribution of the eigen-
values of Z in the state |a〉, is given by the usual formula,

Pa

(
zϕ ∈ [z1, z2]

)=
∑

{|ϕ〉:z1�zϕ�z2}
|〈a|ϕ〉|2, (10)

where the sum extends over all states |ϕ〉 with eigenvalues in the respective
interval.
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3. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM

If the operator H and a state |a〉 satisfy

�2
a �nC, (11)

for all n and some C >0 and if each operator Hµ is bounded, i.e.

〈χ |Hµ|χ〉�C′, (12)

for all normalized states |χ〉∈H and some constant C′, then the quantum
mechanical distribution of the eigenvalues of Z in the state |a〉 converges
weakly to a Gaussian normal distribution:

lim
n→∞ Pa

(
zϕ ∈ [z1, z2]

)=
∫ z2

z1

exp
(− z2/2

)
√

2π
dz (13)

for all −∞<z1 <z2 <∞.
The rigorous proof of this theorem is given in ref. 13. Note that the

theorem also holds for lattices of interacting quantum systems in arbi-
trary dimension. Furthermore the interaction need not be limited to near-
est neighbors. As long as each particle only interacts with a fixed number
of neighbors, the theorem holds.

If each subsystem Hµ has an infinite energy spectrum, condition (12)
is not fulfilled. The constant C′ in (12) however may be chosen arbitrarily
large. A larger C′ merely means that the distributions start to converge
at a larger number of subsystems. Thus condition (12) requires that the
energy of the total system is not concentrated in only a few subsystems
but distributed among the majority of them. Therefore, for subsystems
with an infinite spectrum, the ratio of states where our theorem does not
apply is negligible.(13)

For applications in physics, where n is very large but finite, we can use
the substitution

z= E −Ea

�a

, (14)

and write Eq. (13) as an integral over energies:

Pa

(
Eϕ ∈ [E1,E2]

)=
∫ E2

E1

1√
2π �a

exp

(
−
(
E −Ea

)2

2 �2
a

)
dE, (15)
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for all −∞<E1 <E2 <∞ in the limit of large n.
The equality sign should be understood as an “asymptotic” one here.

The same applies to all further equations derived from (15).
Let us finally introduce the following abbreviation for the density

associated with the measure Pa :

wa(E)≡ 1√
2π �a

exp

(
−
(
E −Ea

)2

2 �2
a

)
. (16)

As a consequence the expectation value of an operator O, which is a func-
tion of H and thus diagonal in the eigenbasis, can be written

〈a|O|a〉=
∫

wa(E)O(E)dE, (17)

where O(E) is the eigenvalue of O belonging to the energy E. If O is not
a function of H , degenerate eigenvalues of H , where O takes on different
values, are problematic.

Equation (15) can be used to estimate various quantities of interest in
physics. Among those are spectral densities and partition sums. We con-
sider these two quantities in the following two sections.

4. SPECTRAL DENSITIES

Spectra of energy levels and thus spectral densities are of immense
interest in the theory of quantum systems. They play a central role, e.g.
in the analysis of chaotic behavior of their dynamics.(15,16)

For systems, where the above theorem holds, the calculation of
spectral densities is straight forward. Let us first consider the counting
function N(E), that is the number of energy levels below a given thresh-
old energy E. It is given by the trace of the operator �(E −H), where �

is the Heaviside step function. Since the trace of an operator is invariant
under basis transformations, we choose to compute it in the basis formed
by the product states |a〉;

N(E)=
∑

{|a〉}
〈a|�(E −H)|a〉, (18)

where the sum extends over all states |a〉 of the type (5). According to
Eq. (17), the expectation value of �(E −H) in the state |a〉 reads

〈a|�(E −H)|a〉=
∫ E

Eg

wa(E
′) dE′, (19)
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where Eg is th energy of the ground state of the system. The density of
states η is given by the derivative of the counting function with respect to
the energy, η(E)=dN(E)/dE;

η(E)=
∑

{|a〉}
wa(E)=

∑

{|a〉}

e
− (E−Ea)

2

2 �2
a√

2π �a

. (20)

Since the convergence of the distribution is weak, i.e. only on intervals of
nonzero length, the derivative should be understood according to its defi-
nition as a linear approximation on intervals of arbitrarily small but non
vanishing length.

5. PARTITION SUMS

The thermodynamics of a physical system is completely determined by
its partition function. It is therefore of fundamental relevance to know the
partition function of the system of interest. For quantum systems its cal-
culation is extremely demanding since it involves the complete diagonal-
ization of the Hamiltonian. As the dimension of the Hilbert space grows
exponentially with the number of subsystems, the diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian quickly becomes impossible even with super computers.

Equation (15) allows to give an analytical expression for the partition
function at finite temperatures, which can easily be evaluated numerically.
The partition function is given by the trace of the operator exp(−βH)

with the inverse temperature β. We again express it in the basis {|a〉}:

Z =
∑

{|a〉}
〈a|e−βH |a〉. (21)

The expectation values of exp(−βH) can be computed using Eq. (17),(17,18)

they read

〈a|e−βH |a〉= 1
2

exp

(
−βEa + β2�2

a

2

)

×
[

erfc
(

Eg−Ea+β�2
a√

2 �a

)
− erfc

(
Eu−Ea+β�2

a√
2 �a

)]
, (22)

where erfc(x) is the conjugate Gaussian error function.(19) Eg is the energy
of the ground state and Eu the upper limit of the energy spectrum.
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Expression (22) can be simplified further. The underlying central limit
theorem is valid in the limit of a very large number of subsystems. In that
limit, the argument of the second conjugate error function is always much
bigger than the argument of the first. Furthermore, it is always positive,
which makes the second error function term negligible compared to the
first.(19)

Therefore, the partition function Z can be taken to read

Z =
∑

{|a〉}
e−β

(
Ea−Eg

)
e

β2�2
a

2
1
2

erfc

(
Eg −Ea +β�2

a√
2 �a

)
, (23)

where we have rescaled the energy in the first exponent, so that all appear-
ing energies are positive and therefore exp

(−β
(
Ea −Eg

))
�1. The ground

state energy Eg in the error function is not a consequence of the rescaling
but stems from a cutoff in the integral (17) similar to the one in (19).

In contrast to the expression for the density of states (20), there
appears one quantity in Eq. (23) that cannot be obtained without diag-
onalizing the Hamiltonian. This is the ground state energy Eg.

The exact value of Eg however is not needed. The cutoff in (17) at Eg

is only introduced because we are dealing with a finite number of subsys-
tems. In the limit of infinite number of subsystems, it is irrelevant since the
Gaussian function wa(E) decays strong enough, so that it becomes negli-
gible at E =Eg. A sufficiently good estimate of Eg can be obtained from
the spectral density (20).

However, since Eq. (15) is only an approximation to one term in
the sum (23), errors due to the finite number of subsystems may add up.
Nonetheless, the partition function divided by the number of states may
be calculated instead (see Section 7 for details).

Equations (20) and (23) are the main result of the present paper. We
now turn to verify their validity for a model that can be treated exactly.

6. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION

In this section we present numerical tests of the two main results (20)
and (23) for an Ising spin chain in a transverse field. The Hamiltonian of
the chain reads

H =B

(
−

n∑

i=1

σz
i −K

n∑

i=1

σx
i ⊗σx

i+1

)
. (24)
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Here, σx
i and σz

i are the Pauli matrices, 2B is the difference between local
energy levels and KB the coupling strength.

The model (24) can be diagonalized via successive Jordan-Wigner,
Fourier and Bogoliubov transformations.(12,20) The eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian (24) read

Eϕ =
n/2∑

l=−(n/2)+1

ωl

(
nl(ϕ)− 1

2

)
, (25)

where the nl(ϕ) are fermionic occupation numbers that can take on the
two values 0 and 1. The eigenfrequencies ωl are given by

ωl =2B

√

K2 +1−2K cos
(

2πl

n

)
. (26)

We chose units where Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constant are equal to one,
� =kB =1.

For a finite number of spins n, a “density of states” can be defined
with respect to certain energy bins: We chose the size of the bins to be B,
so that the density of states ηn(E) is defined as

ηn(E)≡ number of eigenstates with Eϕ ∈ [E,E +B)

B
. (27)

The second quantity of interest, the partition function, is given by the
standard expression(12)

Zn =
n/2∏

l=−(n/2)+1

2 cosh
(
β

ωl

2

)
, (28)

where β = T −1 is the inverse temperature. Note that the exact quantities,
ηn(E) and Zn, carry an index n, reflecting the finite number of spins, in
contrast to the values of the asymptotic approximation, η(E) and Z.

Before we proceed to calculate the density of states and the partition
function for the model (24) with the help of Eqs. (20) and (23), let us test
whether the central limit theorem (15) is applicable at all, that is whether
conditions (11) and (12) are satisfied.
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Fig. 1. Density of states for a chain of 10 spins with B = K = 1. The dots show the exact
density ηn and the line the approximation η (ηn and η are defined in Eqs. (27) and (20),
respectively).

The energy of each spin is at least −B and at most B so that condi-
tion (12) is fulfilled. The squared width �2

a reads

�2
a =nB2 K2, (29)

where n is the number of spins, and condition (11) is also met. For a large
number of spins, the density of states and the partition function of the sys-
tem at hand can thus, indeed, be calculated via Eqs. (20) and (23).

In the model at hand, Ea = Ea and �2
a = const . Therefore, the sum

over all states |a〉 can be transformed into a sum over all energies Ea =
k 2 B −nB, k =0,1, . . . , n,

∑

{|a〉}
=
∑

k

(
n

k

)
. (30)

Figure 1 shows the density of states ηn(E) and its approximation
η(E) for a chain of 10 spins, while Fig. 2 shows the same plot for a chain
of 15 spins. The approximation works well despite the still small number
of spins; furthermore, the tendency that the approximation improves with
increasing number of spins is evident.

Figure 3 shows the partition function for a chain of 100 spins divided
by the number of states, 2100, as a function of temperature. The difference
between the exact function Zn and the approximation Z is not visible. To
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Fig. 2. Density of states for a chain of 15 spins with B = K = 1. The dots show the exact
density ηn and the line the approximation η (ηn and η are defined in Eqs. (27) and (20),
respectively).

Fig. 3. Partition function for a chain of 100 spins with B =K =1 divided by the number of
states, 2100. The difference between 2−n Zn and 2−n Z is not visible (Zn and Z are defined in
Eqs. (28) and (23), respectively).

see whether the convergence improves with the number of spins, we have
considered the maximal difference between Zn and Z for all temperatures,

δ(n)=max
T

|Zn −Z| . (31)

We have found the following values: δ(10) ∼ 10−3, δ(100) ∼ 10−8 and
δ(1000)∼10−11.
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7. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

The approximations of the quantities ηn(E) and Zn with Eqs. (20)
and (23) face some problems that cannot be avoided.

Firstly, the convergence in Eq. (15) is only weak, i.e. the lhs converges
to the rhs for all intervals [E1,E2] of nonzero length. The convergence
is not pointwise. In the present case this means that, for example, the
trace of a projector on a single eigenstate P = |ϕ〉〈ϕ| cannot be approxi-
mated. The problem becomes apparent, if one tries to calculate the parti-
tion function for zero temperature via (23), where only the ground state is
occupied. In the present model, for example, this state is energetically sep-
arated from the other states that form a quasi continuous band. As a con-
sequence quantum phase transitions(12) occuring at zero temperature can
not be treated with our approach.

The second drawback of our approach is the following: Each term
〈a|O|a〉 for some operator O that is a function of H is well approximated
and the accuracy increases with the number of subsystems n. On the other
hand, the number of terms in the sums (20) and (23) increases exponen-
tially with the number of subsystems, for example with 2n for the spin
chain. Therefore, the quantities η(E) and Z can only be in good accor-
dance with ηn(E) and Zn, if both are divided by the dimension of the
Hilbert space, i.e. the number of states |a〉.

This will not always be problematic, since the errors each term
〈a|O|a〉 carries need not all be of the same sign and may thus cancel each
other, as in the calculation of the spectral densities.

In the calculation of the partition sum, however, there is the follow-
ing problem: Every stable system has a finite minimal energy, the energy
of the ground state. Nonetheless the probability density (16) is, albeit very
small, nonzero for all energies. Therefore, one needs to introduce the cut-
offs in the integral (17). As can be seen from expression (23), the upper
limit of the integral does not matter. The lower limit on the other hand
matters and becomes increasingly relevant at low temperatures. No matter
what lower limit of the integral we take, the error of the approximation
(23) always has the same sign.

Figure 4 shows the logarithm of the exact partition function of the
spin chain and its approximation, each divided by the number of spins, for
a chain of 1000 spins. The plot is done with the exact ground state energy.
The approximation fails for low temperatures. The threshold temperature
below which deviations appear varies with the coupling strength. We have
analyzed couplings K = 1, K = 10 and K = 100. The results suggest, that
the approximation fails for temperatures below T ∼K B. A more detailed
study whether this holds in general should be a subject of future research.
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Fig. 4. Logarithm of the partition function divided by the number of spins for a chain of
1000 spins with B =K = 1. The dashed line shows the exact expression ln(Zn) and the solid
line the approximation ln(Z) (Zn and Z are defined in Eqs. (28) and (23), respectively).

Our approximation can be analytically shown to fail for the asymptotic
case of β → 0 and K → ∞, as one can see by considering the asymp-
totic expression of the conjugate error function in Eq. (23) assuming βK <

1 −K−1.(21) For applications in physics, this limiting case is rather irrele-
vant.

Due to this limitations, only the partition sum divided by the number
of states can be accurately predicted.

8. SUMMARY

We have given analytic expressions for spectral densities and partition
sums of chains of quantum systems with nearest neighbor interaction, which
are valid in the limit of infinitely many subsystems. We have numerically
evaluated these expressions for a spin chain with a finite number of spins
and compared the results with the values obtained by exact diagonalization.
The results show increasing accordance with growing number of spins.

Furthermore, we have discussed the limits of the validity of our
approach and some problems that can occur, as well as their effects.

The results of this paper should provide useful tools for the calcula-
tion of spectral and thermodynamical quantities in many systems which
are intensively studied in present day condensed matter physics. Among
those are spin chains(22) and strongly correlated electrons.(23)
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